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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

This Court's jurisdiction is invoked under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 4(k).  

A federal district court has personal jurisdiction over a defendant to the same extent as 

the forum state it sits in.  FED. R. CIV. P. 4(k)(1)(a).   

QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

1. Under Florida‘s long-arm statute, Fla. Stat. §48.193(1), does this Court have specific 

personal jurisdiction over the law firm of Rayburn, Austin & Mayhew when (1) Avery 

Austin was directing Drew Danverton‘s communications with Dr. Carstairs; (2) Austin 

and Danverton worked out of a Tampa hotel room for over a week; (3) Felicia Fairview 

represented multiple clients in Florida courts while a lawyer at RAM; (4) both Austin and 

Danverton had a reasonable basis to know that Dr. Carstairs was non compos mentis when 

RAM agreed to represent him; and (5) despite having a reasonable basis to know Dr. 

Carstairs was non compos mentis, RAM nevertheless entrusted him with the proceeds of 

his lawsuit settlement? 

2. Under the Constitution‘s Due Process clause, does this Court have specific personal 

jurisdiction over the law firm of Rayburn, Austin & Mayhew when (1) RAM‘s contacts 

within Florida give rise to the cause of action, (2) RAM availed itself to jurisdiction within 

Florida through television advertisements, personal contacts and internet postings, (3) 

RAM could foresee its being taken to court in Florida, and (4) personal jurisdiction is fair?    
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 In February 2007, Dr. Edgar Carstairs (―Dr. Carstairs‖), a Florida resident, was driving 

through Texas when a tanker truck owned by TransOasis Oil hit him.  (Compl. ¶ 7.)  Prior to the 

accident, Dr. Carstairs, who has a Ph.D. in Geology, enjoyed a lucrative career as a consultant in 

petroleum and mining.  (Compl. ¶ 6.)  Dr. Carstairs‘s tragic injury resulted in damage to his skull 

and neck and left him with severe mental deficiencies.  (Compl. ¶¶ 7–8.) Despite months of 

hospital treatment and psychological therapy, he was unable to resume his career as a geologist 

or work in any other field.  (Compl. ¶ 8.) 

 Dr. Carstairs‘s sister, Casey Carstairs (―Casey‖), attempted to persuade him to sue the oil 

company, but Dr. Carstairs‘s mental situation made him very anxious about face-to-face 

communication.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 3.)  Upon suggestion of his therapist, Dr. Carstairs began using 

a computer program by the name of ―Third LifeCraft‖ (―TLC‖) in June of 2007.  (Carstairs Aff. 

¶ 4.)  TLC is a virtual, computer-generated world where players take on the persona of ―avatars‖ 

and interact with other avatars in the world.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 4.)  Because of his condition, Dr. 

Carstairs quickly became addicted to the alternate reality he experienced in TLC, spending 

nearly every waking hour on TLC.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 4.) 

In September 2007, Casey watched a television advertisement from her home in Tampa, 

Florida, advertising RAM as a ―Texas Tough‖ law firm.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 6.)  RAM ran this 

advertisement campaign from 2006 to 2007, intending to target immediately surrounding states  

and lower-income residents of Texas.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 5; Buford Aff. ¶ 3.)  Avery Austin 

(―Austin‖), a partner at RAM, authorized this television advertising campaign.  (Austin Aff. ¶ 5.)  

Austin also knew that during the latter half of the campaign, the television broadcast would 

increase the range of viewership.  (Buford Aff. ¶¶  5, 8.)  Austin paid a twenty percent increase 
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in costs to do so.  (Buford Aff. ¶ 6.)  RAM‘s advertising contract allowed RAM to terminate the 

contract at any time with a fifteen-day notice via an ―escape clause.‖  (Buford Aff. ¶ 6.)   

 Dr. Carstairs also saw the same firm advertised on billboards within TLC.  (Carstairs Aff. 

¶ 7.)  Dr. Carstairs became excited when Casey mentioned the slogan, ―Texas Tough‖ to him 

because the same advertisement campaign was featured on many virtual billboards within TLC.  

(Carstairs Aff. ¶ 7.)  Anyone in the world controlling an avatar in the TLC world could view 

these billboards.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 6.)  RAM‘s advertisements induced Dr. Carstairs to consider 

hiring the law firm to represent him in the lawsuit against the oil company.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 8.)  

Because Dr. Carstairs continued to experience anxiety while interacting with strangers, Casey 

telephoned the ―800‖ number featured both on the billboards and on the television 

advertisements.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶¶ 6–8.)  Casey spoke directly with Austin, and Austin agreed to 

represent Dr. Carstairs, knowing Dr. Carstairs was a Florida resident.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 8.)   

 Shortly after this conversation, Austin contacted Drew Danverton (―Danverton‖) and 

offered her employment to assist in facilitating the business relationship with Dr. Carstairs.  

(Danverton Aff. ¶ 5.)  Austin selected Danverton because Danverton was an avid user of TLC.  

(Danverton Aff. ¶ 5.)  Danverton was a Florida resident who had been working as a paralegal at a 

Florida law firm, Mason, Slidell, and Trent (―MST‖), in its Pensacola office.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 

2.)  Danverton had been working closely with one of the MST partners, Felicia Fairview 

(―Fairview‖), who eventually went to work for RAM in Texas.  (Danverton Aff. ¶¶ 3–4.)  When 

she did this, she retained and earned partial fees from five Florida clients with the help of 

Danverton in Florida.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 4.)   
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 After hiring Danverton, Austin traveled to Florida and set up a temporary office out of a 

Tampa hotel room.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  For more than a week, Danverton took time off from 

MST and worked closely with Austin in his temporary office.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  Austin told 

Danverton to have his avatar say things to Dr. Carstairs in TLC.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  Through 

these conversations, Dr. Carstairs agreed to hire RAM to represent him in his lawsuit.  

(Danverton Aff. ¶¶ 7–8.)  Danverton then personally met with Dr. Carstairs at his home, 

discussed TLC at length, and had Dr. Carstairs sign the necessary legal papers.  (Danverton Aff. 

¶ 8.)  Austin then directed Danverton to mail the papers to the RAM office in Texas.  (Danverton 

Aff. ¶ 8.)   

 Upon securing representation by RAM, Dr. Carstairs had Danverton frequently visit him, 

both in person and through TLC.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 9.)  Dr. Carstairs continued to remain 

RAM‘s client largely because of these meetings with Danverton.  (Danverton Aff. ¶¶ 9, 13.)  To 

help keep Dr. Carstairs happy, Danverton arranged for the marketing agent handling RAM‘s 

campaign to edit the billboards in TLC in an effort to appease Dr. Carstairs.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 

12.)  These edits resulted in the virtual RAM billboards stating ―Now representing RockJock in 

his Texas lawsuit!‖  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 12.)  Were it not for Danverton‘s substantial efforts, Dr. 

Carstairs would not have hired or maintained RAM as legal counsel in his lawsuit.  (Danverton 

Aff. ¶ 13.)   

After hearing about the need for the frequent visits, Austin suggested that Danverton 

transfer to the Tampa area in order to enhance the client relationship with Dr. Carstairs.  

(Danverton Aff. ¶ 10.)  Danverton was at first reluctant to make the move, but he agreed after 

assurances from Austin that a successful result in the Carstairs case would lead to the opening of 
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a RAM office in Tampa.  (Danverton Aff. ¶¶ 10–11.)  Austin had talked about opening an office 

in Tampa for years.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 11.)    

During the representation, Danverton was kept busy with many aspects of the case, 

beyond just keeping Dr. Carstairs happy.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 9.)  Danverton had the job of 

keeping both Casey and Austin apprised of progress.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 9.)  Danverton also 

handled many documents regarding the case—including the financial and medical records of Dr. 

Carstairs—and drafted the complaint.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 10.)   

Less than two months into its representation of Dr. Carstairs, RAM settled the lawsuit for 

$8,000,000 on December 6, 2007.  (Compl. ¶¶ 9, 11.)  Only $4,800,000 of this was distributed 

directly to Dr. Carstairs.  (Compl. ¶ 12.)  RAM retained $3,200,000.  (Compl. ¶ 12.)  This 

distribution took place on December 11, 2007.  (Compl. ¶ 12.)   

 By the end of February 2008, Dr. Carstairs had spent all of the $4,800,000 given directly 

to him by RAM.  (Compl. ¶ 14.)  Dr. Carstairs spent most of the settlement money on virtual 

merchandise in TLC and unsecured loans to TLC‘s parent company in an unsuccessful effort to 

prevent it from going bankrupt.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 14.)  Casey was not appointed his legal 

guardian until March 3, 2008.  (Carstairs Aff. ¶ 2.)  Having exhausted all of his funds, Dr. 

Carstairs has become destitute and is unable to afford needed medical care and other daily needs 

(Compl. ¶ 14, 21). 

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

In this case, a Florida resident suffered severe financial loss due to the negligent actions 

of his legal represention.  The specific issue is whether this court can exert personal jurisdiction 

over the defendant out-of-state law firm.  Determining the presence of personal jurisdiction is a 
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two-part process.  First, this Court must determine if the Florida long-arm statute applies.  

Second, this Court must determine if federal constitutional minimum contacts are satisfied by the 

defendant‘s acts. 

 Florida‘s long-arm statute is found in Fla. Stat. §48.193 and enumerates various methods 

by which a defendant can be subject to personal jurisdiction.  Under section (1), concerning 

specific jurisdiction, the defendant in this case is subject to personal jurisdiction pursuant to two 

subsections.  Under subsection (a), this Court has personal jurisdiction over RAM for ―operating, 

conducting, engaging in, or carrying on a business or business venture‖ within Florida.  RAM 

had an active business venture in Florida during its representation of Dr. Carstairs.  Under 

subsection (b), this Court has personal jurisdiction over RAM for ―committing a tortious act 

within this state.‖  RAM committed a tortious act within Florida when it transmitted settlement 

funds to Dr. Carstairs despite having knowledge that he was non compos mentis and required the 

appointment of a legal guardian.  If either subsection (a) or (b) apply in this case, then Florida‘s 

long-arm statute applies.  Since both apply in this case, this Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 

Florida‘s long-arm statute and this Court can move on to the second step in the analysis. 

This Court has personal jurisdiction over RAM not only through the long-arm statute, but 

also through the constitutional Due Process provisions.  The constitutional Due Process 

provisions require that there be minimum contacts between the defendant and the forum state and 

that the jurisdiction does not offend traditional notions of fairness.   

There have been sufficient minimum contacts because RAM‘s contacts with Dr. Carstairs 

in Florida give rise to the cause of action, RAM purposefully availed itself to jurisdiction in 

Florida by reaching out to Florida and Dr. Carstairs, and RAM‘s contacts were foreseeable.  
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RAM purposefully reached out to Florida through three avenues: television advertising, personal 

contacts, and internet postings.  The second requirement of Due Process has also been met: 

sufficient minimum contacts subject RAM to jurisdiction in Florida, yet even when viewing the 

fairness factors, fair play and substantial justice are maintained.   

ARGUMENT 

I. THIS COURT HAS JURISDICTION UNDER FLORIDA‘S LONG-ARM 

STATUTE, FLA. STAT. §48.193(1). 

 

An analysis of personal jurisdiction begins with examining Florida‘s long-arm statute, 

Fla. Stat. §48.193(1), and after this is satisfied, the analysis will turn to federal constitutional 

minimum contacts.  Venetian Salami Co. v. Parthenais, 554 So. 2d 499, 502 (Fla. 1989).  When 

RAM purposefully began representation of Dr. Carstairs, it was not only pursuing a new business 

opportunity, but it was undertaking the necessary acts to come under the application of Florida‘s 

long-arm statute.  Its acts surrounding the representation of Dr. Carstairs and the resulting legal 

malpractice were sufficient to establish the specific acts necessary to have multiple sections of 

Florida‘s long-arm statute for specific jurisdiction, Fla. Stat. §48.193(1), apply. 

 Under both federal law in the Eleventh Circuit and rulings by the Florida Supreme Court, 

RAM undertook the acts necessary for two of the subsections under Fla. Stat. §48.193(1) to 

apply.  First, subsection (a), as RAM was in the process of ―operating, conducting, engaging in, 

or carrying on a business or business venture‖ within Florida.  Second, subsection (b), as RAM 

committed legal malpractice in failing to appoint a legal guardian for Dr. Carstairs, and as a 

result, negligently handled the settlement funds received for Dr. Carstairs.  These acts qualify as 

―committing a tortious act within this state.‖ 
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A. Defendant operated, conducted, engaged in, or carried on a business venture within 

Florida. 

 

Through its representation of Dr. Carstairs, the RAM law firm undertook what qualifies 

as a business venture within the state of Florida.  In order to meet the criteria as a business 

venture, RAM‘s activities ―must be considered collectively and show a general course of 

business activity in the state for pecuniary benefit.‖  Future Tech. Today, Inc. v. OSF Healthcare 

Sys., 218 F.3d 1247, 1249 (11th Cir. 2000) (citing Dinsmore v. Martin Blumenthal Assocs., Inc., 

314 So. 2d 561, 564 (Fla. 1975)).  As is demonstrated in the attached affidavits, RAM undertook 

a general course of business activity in Florida, and it was pursuing this business activity for 

pecuniary benefit. 

Courts that have attempted to determine a ―general course of business activity‖ within 

Florida have examined a number of relevant, but not dispositive, factors.  Among these factors 

are:  presence of an office, presence of employees or an agent, marketing efforts, possession of 

an in state operating license, number of clients, and amount of revenue.  Horizon Aggressive 

Growth, L.P. v. Rothstein, 421 F.3d 1162, 1167 (11th Cir. 2005); Sculptchair, Inc. v. Century 

Arts, 94 F.3d 623, 628 (11th Cir. 1996).  The Eleventh Circuit in Horizon found the defendants 

were not undertaking a general course of business activity when they performed all physical 

work out of state and received a relatively small percentage of their total revenue from their 

Florida clients.  421 F.3d at 1167–68.  Conversely, the Eleventh Circuit in Sculptchair did find a 

general course of business activity by one of the defendants, Deena Rich, through her collective 

marketing efforts that included the distribution of price lists and making sales presentations.  Id. 

at 627–28. 
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The court in Sculptchair also examined the effect an agency relationship could have on 

the establishment of a business presence within Florida.  When the defendant is a corporation, it 

may subject itself to jurisdiction through the actions of its agents acting on behalf of the 

corporation. Nida Corp. v. Nida, 118 F. Supp. 2d 1223, 1227 (M.D. Fla. 2000).  If Deena Rich 

qualified as an agent of an out-of-state corporation, that corporation would be deemed to have 

had a business presence within Florida.  Sculptchair, 94 F.3d at 628.  This agency principle is 

consistent with Florida‘s long-arm statute, which states ―[a]ny person, whether or not a citizen or 

resident of this state, who personally or through an agent does any of the acts enumerated in this 

subsection thereby submits himself . . . to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state.‖  Fla. Stat. 

§48.193(1) (emphasis added).  The court in Sculptchair cited language from Florida‘s Supreme 

Court in Dorse v. Armstrong World Indus. which found ―[t]he existence of a true agency 

relationship depends on the degree of control exercised by the principal. Generally, a contractor 

is not a true agent where the principal controls only the outcome of the relationship, not the 

means used to achieve that outcome.‖ 513 So. 2d 1265, 1268 n.4 (Fla. 1987).  Finding that 

Deena Rich had been in near complete control of her sales strategy, the court in Sculptchair 

found her to be an independent contractor and therefore, the applicability of §48.193(1)(a) could 

not be imputed to the out of state corporation.  Sculptchair, 94 F.3d at 629. 

In the present case, after an examination of the same factors collectively looked at in 

Horizon and Sculptchair, it is clear that RAM had a business presence in Florida, and therefore 

§48.193(1)(a) applies.  Most importantly, Drew Danverton was acting as RAM‘s agent in 

Florida.  Danverton‘s status as an agent of RAM, rather then an independent contractor, is 

demonstrated by the amount of control RAM maintained over his operations in Florida.  First, 

Danverton was given an ―offer of employment‖ to work for RAM.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  
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Second, Avery Austin was present and directed Danverton in what to say over Third-LifeCraft 

for the express purpose of signing Dr. Carstairs as a client.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  Third, Austin 

directed Danverton in his handling of the legal documents for RAM‘s representation of Dr. 

Carstairs.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 8.)  Fourth, Austin suggested Danverton move to Tampa for the 

purpose of maintaining better contact with Dr. Carstairs.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 10.)  Danverton was 

reluctant to do this on his own, and agreed only after Austin proclaimed his hopes of opening a 

Tampa office in the near future.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 10.)  Finally, Danverton was responsible for 

actually drafting the complaint that was later filed by RAM on behalf of Dr. Carstairs.  (Carstairs 

Aff. ¶ 10.)  As Danverton did not have a law license, Austin would have undoubtedly had to 

oversee its drafting.  All of these facts collectively show that Danverton was operating as an 

agent of RAM in Florida.  The close control that Austin exercised over Danverton establishes 

him as an agent of RAM under the Dorse standard, and distinguishes his position from that of the 

independent contractor, Deena Rich, in Sculptchair. 

Another supporting factor was that Austin and Danverton had established a temporary 

office in a computer-equipped Tampa hotel room, as they attempted to court Dr. Carstairs 

through a period that exceeded a week.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 7.)  Austin was also positioning 

Danverton in hopes of opening a RAM branch in Florida in the near future.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 

10.)  Furthermore, Felicia Fairview, after joining the RAM law firm, continued to represent 

Florida clients in Florida matters.  (Danverton Aff. ¶ 4.)  These reasons only strengthen the fact 

that RAM was undertaking a business venture within Florida. 

Although it is true RAM had relatively few clients in Florida and received a small 

percentage of its total profits from Florida cases, the repeated contacts that Austin and Danverton 

had in Florida collectively demonstrate RAM‘s business presence.  It is also uncontested that 
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RAM was doing this for pecuniary gain, as they agreed to represent Dr. Carstairs with the clear 

intent of making a profit.  For these reasons, §48.193(1)(a) applies and serves as a basis for the 

application of Florida‘s long-arm statute to RAM. 

B. Defendant committed a tortious act within Florida. 

The fact that RAM committed a tortious act within Florida serves as an alternate ground 

for specific jurisdiction under Florida‘s long-arm statute, Fla. Stat. §48.193(1).  Although there 

has been some confusion on what qualifies as ―within this state‖ in the lower courts of Florida, 

the Eleventh Circuit has upheld the principle ―that jurisdiction under § 48.193(1)(b) ‗was not 

limited to a situation where an act in Florida caused an injury in Florida but also . . . reached the 

situation where a foreign tortious act caused injury in Florida.‘‖  Sun Bank, N.A. v. E.F. Hutton 

& Co., 926 F.2d 1030, 1033 (1991) (quoting Rebozo v. Wash. Post Co., 515 F.2d 1208, 1212–13 

(5th Cir. 1975)). 

Sun Bank involved misleading statements made by a representative of a Massachusetts 

corporation, E.F. Hutton & Co., to a Florida bank, Sun Bank.  926 F.2d at 1032.  The court 

upheld personal jurisdiction over E.F. Hutton & Co., despite the misleading statements being 

made in Massachusetts.  Id. at 1033–34. 

The fact that a negligence tort rather than an intentional tort is at issue in this case does 

not change the applicability of §48.193(1)(b).  In Robinson v. Giarmarco & Bill, P.C., a 

Michigan accountant and lawyers negligently handled an estate plan for a Florida resident. 74 

F.3d 253, 256 (11th Cir. 1996).  The court acknowledged that the scope of §48.193(1)(b) was 

unclear for alleged negligence, but elected to follow the rule of Sun Bank in finding that 
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§48.193(1)(b) applied.  Id. at 257.  Therefore, it is well-established that the nature of the tortious 

act is irrelevant to the analysis. 

Another Eleventh Circuit case that has examined §48.193(1)(b) is Snow v. DirecTV, Inc.. 

450 F.3d 1314 (2006).  Snow involved a question of personal jurisdiction over an out-of-state 

law firm that was working under the direction of DirecTV, Inc. within Florida.  Id. at 1316.  The 

alleged tortious acts were caused by DirecTV and could be only imputed to the law firm if it was 

acting as the principal in a principal-agent relationship with DirecTV.  Id. at 1318.  Since the law 

firm was acting in an agency capacity to DirecTV, the tortious acts of DirecTV could not be 

imputed downward to the law firm and personal jurisdiction was not found.  Id.  Snow therefore 

stands for the rule that tortious acts of an in-state agent can be imputed to the out-of-state 

principal. 

The majority of federal courts that have interpreted §48.193(1)(b) have followed the Sun 

Bank standard.  The strong precedent of the federal courts in interpreting §48.193(1)(b) is 

reiterated in Posner v. Essex Ins. Co., where ―absent a contrary decision by [the Florida 

Supreme] Court . . . we are bound in this case to follow this court's firmly established precedent, 

which interprets subsection (1)(b) to apply to defendants committing tortious acts outside the 

state that cause injury in Florida.‖  178 F.3d 1209, 1217 (11th Cir. 1999). 

In the present case, suit has been brought against RAM on two claims:  legal malpractice 

(Compl. ¶¶ 15–21) and conversion (Compl. ¶¶ 22–30).  Although RAM had ―actual knowledge, 

constructive knowledge, or both, that Dr. Carstairs had become non compos mentis and unable to 

make rational decisions . . . it made no effort toward the appointment of a guardian or other legal 

representative for, and it did not seek the issuance of any protective order.‖  (Compl. ¶¶ 19-20.)  
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Regardless of where this failure occurred, it caused injury to Dr. Carstairs in Florida, thereby 

activating §48.193(1)(b), under the Sun Bank standard.  Just as E.F. Hutton & Co.‘s 

representative in Sun Bank caused a tortious act outside of Florida that resulted in injury to a 

Florida entity, RAM‘s tortious act outside of Florida resulted in injury to Dr. Carstairs, a Florida 

resident.  Similarly, just as the Michigan accountant and lawyers were negligent in their handling 

of matters for a Florida resident in Robinson, RAM was negligent in handling the appointment of 

a guardian for Dr. Carstairs.  Furthermore, as established above, Drew Danverton was acting as 

an agent in Florida on behalf of RAM, and therefore, any of her tortious acts could also be 

imputed to RAM according to Snow.  The record is clear that both Danverton and Austin knew 

of the deficient mental state of Dr. Carstairs, and yet nothing was done to protect him from 

losing everything for a second time. 

RAM will likely attack the Sun Bank rationale by citing the confusion over §48.193(1)(b) 

in Florida‘s lower courts.  The Eleventh Circuit has held ―a federal court applying state law is 

bound to adhere to decisions of the state's intermediate appellate courts absent some persuasive 

indication that the state's highest court would decide the issue otherwise.‖  Silverberg v. Paine, 

Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc., 710 F.2d 678 (1983). 

The Florida Supreme Court has never explicitly held that general out of state tortious acts 

that cause injury in Florida satisfies §48.193(1)(b).  However, the court has acknowledged the 

broad construction of §48.193(1)(b) by the federal courts.  Wendt v. Horowitz, 822 So.2d 1252, 

1253 n.2 (2002).  Furthermore, the Florida Supreme Court has held that a tortious act ―can occur 

by making telephonic, electronic, or written communications into [Florida], provided that the tort 

alleged arises from such communications.‖ Id. at 1253.  While this ruling does not expand the 
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definition of a ―tortious act within Florida‖ to the level of the Sun Bank standard, it does show 

the Florida Supreme Court‘s broad view of §48.193(1)(b). 

Some Florida lower courts have interpreted §48.193(1)(b) broadly.  See, e.g. Dean v. 

Johns, 789 So.2d 1072 (Fla. 1st Dist. Ct. App. 2001).  While others have interpreted the statute 

subsection strictly.  See, e.g., Phillips v. Orange Co., 522 So. 2d 64 (Fla. 2d Dist. Ct. App. 1988).  

Harris v. Shuttleworth & Ingersoll, P.C., was one of the lower court rulings that viewed 

§48.193(1)(b) narrowly.  831 So.2d 706 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 2003).  In Harris, an Iowa law 

firm was allegedly negligent in distributing proceedings to a Florida resident from a trust 

concerning property in Iowa.  Id. at 707.  The court held personal jurisdiction over the firm to be 

lacking because the tort was completed outside of Florida and loss to a Florida resident alone 

was insufficient for application of §48.193(1)(b).  Id. at 708. 

The present case is readily distinguishable from Harris.  It is true that RAM was handling 

a lawsuit in Texas courts over an injury in Texas, but that is irrelevant to the cause of action at 

hand.  The tortious act in this case began when RAM contracted with Dr. Carstairs knowing he 

was non compos mentis, and was complete when RAM provided the settlement check to him.  

All these relevant actions concerned Florida, and were not completed solely out of state as in 

Harris.  Regardless of this result, this court is still bound by precedent in the Eleventh Circuit, 

and given the disagreement over §48.193(1)(b) in Florida‘s lower courts, cases such as Harris 

should be given little value. 

The controlling federal law and broad stance by the Florida Supreme Court both favor the 

application of §48.193(1)(b) in this case as RAM caused a tortious act against Dr. Carstairs 
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within the state of Florida.  For these reasons, §48.193(1)(b) applies and serves as a second basis 

for the application of Florida‘s long-arm statute to RAM. 

II. THIS COURT‘S PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER RAM COMPLIES WITH 

THE CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES OF DUE PROCESS. 

 

Personal jurisdiction requirements must comport not only with Florida‘s long-arm statute 

but also with the U.S. Constitution.  The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states, no 

person shall ―be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without Due Process of law.‖  U.S. CONST. 

amend. V.  See also U.S. CONST. amend. XIV.  Specific personal jurisdiction occurs when 

plaintiff‘s claim arises from or is related to the defendant‘s personal contacts within the forum 

state.  Pennzoil Products Co. v. Colelli & Assoc., Inc., 149 F.3d 197, 201 (3d Cir. 1998); Bragg 

v. Linden Research Inc., 487 F. Supp.2d 593, 597 (E.D. Pa. 2007).  Furthermore, Due Process 

requires ―[1] certain minimum contacts . . . [2] [and that] the suit does not offend ‗traditional 

notions of fair play and substantial justice.‘‖  Int‘l Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310, 316 

(1945).  Because the requirements for specific personal jurisdiction are met, Defendant‘s Rule 

12(b)(2) motion must be denied.   

A. Defendant maintained the sufficient minimum contacts required under the Due 

Process analysis.   

 

Personal jurisdiction complies with the constitutional guarantee of Due Process if there 

are ―certain minimum contacts.‖  Int‘l Shoe, Co., 326 U.S. at 316.  In evaluating these types of 

cases, the Eleventh Circuit requires three elements to satisfy the ―minimum contact‖ 

requirement.  See McGow v. McCurry, 412 F.3d 1207, 1214 (11th Cir. 2005).  These 

requirements are: ―First, the contacts must be related to the plaintiff's cause of action or have 

given rise to it. Second, the contacts must involve some act by which the defendant purposefully 

avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum, thus invoking the benefits 
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and protections of its laws.  Third, the defendant's contacts with the forum must be such that the 

defendant should reasonably anticipate being haled into court there.‖  McGow, 412 F.3d at 1214.   

1.  Defendant’s contacts with Dr. Carstairs, in Florida, are related to or 

give rise to the cause of action.   

 

 Specific personal jurisdiction requires that defendant‘s contacts with the forum state give 

rise to or relate to the cause of action.  See Delong Equip. Co. v. Wash. Mills Abrasive Co., 840 

F.2d 843, 853 (11th Cir. 1988).  The two causes of action here, legal malpractice and conversion, 

arise from the original attorney/client relationship between RAM and Dr. Carstairs, a Floridian.  

The firm‘s negligent acts in failing to appoint a guardian for Dr. Carstairs resulted in specific 

injuries to Dr. Carstairs in Florida.  Therefore, the first requirement that the cause of action be 

related to or arise from defendant‘s contacts with the forum state has been met.  

2.  Defendant purposefully availed itself to jurisdiction within Florida.   

 

 ―[I]t is essential in each case that there be some act by which the defendant purposefully 

avails itself of the privilege of conducting business within the forum State, thus invoking the 

benefits and protections of its laws.‖  Burger King v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462, 474-75 (1985); 

Hanson v. Denckla, 357 U.S. 235, 253 (1958).  Purposefully making contact with the forum state 

provides the defendant with a ―fair warning‖ that his activity may subject him to the jurisdiction 

of the forum state.  Burger King, 471 U.S. at 472; Madara v. Hall, 916 F.2d 1510, 1516 (11th 

Cir. 1990).  RAM purposefully made contact with Dr. Carstairs in Florida, availing itself to 

Florida jurisdiction.  The availing conduct occurring in Florida fits into three categories of 

contact: television advertisements, personal contact, and internet postings.   

a. Defendant purposefully availed itself to jurisdiction in Florida by 

advertising on television to Floridians.   
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 RAM purposefully availed itself to Florida via its television advertisements.  

Advertisements, alone, without physical presence in the forum state, may subject the defendant 

to personal jurisdiction in that forum state.  See WSAZ, Inc. v. Lyons, 254 F.2d 242 (6th Cir. 

1958) (holding personal jurisdiction of a defendant for the television broadcasting contracts 

reaching the forum state even though the telecasts only reached five counties).   

 Although RAM, initially, may not have intended to advertise to Florida residents, RAM 

purposefully availed itself to Florida.  RAM was aware of a substantial increase in the station‘s 

re-broadcasting networks, paid for the increased coverage, and never took advantage of the 

―escape clause,‖ to terminate the contract with the broadcaster.  See also Curtis Publ‘g Co. v. 

Golino, 383 F.2d 586 (5th Cir. 1967) (holding personal jurisdiction for sending libelous 

magazines, accounting for only 1% of its subscription circulation, into the forum state).   

b. Defendant purposefully availed itself to jurisdiction in Florida by 

personally contacting Dr. Carstairs in Florida.  

 

 Not only did RAM purposely avail itself in Florida via its television advertisements, but 

RAM purposely availed itself in Florida through its personal contacts with Dr. Carstairs.  RAM 

and Dr. Carstairs represent Danverton‘s role differently.  RAM attempts to detach itself from any 

involvement with Danverton‘s contacts in Florida by labeling Danverton as an independent 

contractor.  Danverton, however, certainly acted as RAM‘s employee through his personal 

contacts with Dr. Carstairs.   

 To determine if an individual is an employee or an independent contractor, courts have 

applied common law principles and looked at employer control factors to make their 

determination.  See Trs. of Resilient Floor Decorators Ins. Fund v. A & M Installations, Inc., 244 

F. Supp.2d 791, 797 (E.D. Mich. 2003) (citing Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Darden, 503 U.S. 
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318, 323-24 (1992)) (stating the common law factors)).  These factors are categorized as follows: 

1) behavioral, 2) financial, and 3) relational.  I.R.S. Employer‘s Supplemental Tax Guide Publ‘n 

15-A (2008).  Behavioral control looks at the individual‘s work behavior: specific instructions 

given, training given, and work to be done in a particular location and at a specified time.  Id.  

Financial control looks to see if the worker makes his services available to others, the worker 

markets his services, and how the worker is paid.  Id.  The relational factor classifies the 

relationship through written contracts, employee-type benefits, permanency of the relationship, 

and the type and importance of work performed.  Id.   

 Looking at the factors listed above, Danverton is RAM‘s employee.  The first category of 

behavioral control shows that RAM directly supervised the communication between Danverton 

and Dr. Carstairs.  Furthermore, RAM instructed Danverton on what role to play in the 

communication (act as ―the liaison‖) and instructed Danverton on the specific location (TLC and 

Dr. Carstairs‘s home) and time of the work.   

Secondly, RAM had financial control over Danverton‘s work: it was performed under 

RAM‘s direction, supervision, and request.  Danverton worked for RAM to maintain RAM‘s 

client, neglected his other job for a period of time, and moved to Tampa to be closer to Dr. 

Carstairs, with an understanding that RAM would open an office in that city.   

Finally, the relationship between Danverton and RAM posits one of employee and 

employer.  The work Danverton performed for RAM is key to representing a client: RAM hired 

Danverton to communicate on behalf of RAM to Dr. Carstairs.  Because communication is the 

only way to provide legal services, Danverton‘s performance for RAM represents the legal 
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relationship between Dr. Carstairs and RAM.   See MODEL RULES OF PROF‘L CONDUCT R. 1.4 

(2003) (stating the importance of communication).    

 Looking at these categories and factors, Danverton is an employee of RAM and an agent 

with respect to Dr. Carstairs‘s representation.  Because an employer is responsible for the 

purposeful acts of its agents, RAM purposely availed itself to the jurisdiction of Florida through 

its relationship with Danverton.  RAM ―reached out‖ to Florida through the visits between Dr. 

Carstairs and Danverton.  The effects of those personal contacts are substantial—those visits 

were the only means of communication.  Therefore, RAM purposefully availed itself to Florida 

by personally contacting Dr. Carstairs.   

c. Defendant purposefully availed itself to jurisdiction in Florida by 

using the internet to make contacts with Dr. Carstairs.   

 

 ―[I]t is an inescapable fact of modern commercial life that a substantial amount of 

commercial business is transacted solely by mail and wire communications across state lines, 

thus obviating the need for physical presence within a State.‖  Zippo Mfg. Co. v. Zippo Dot 

Com, Inc., 952 F. Supp. 1119, 1123 (1997) (quoting Burger King, 471 U.S. at 476).  Activity 

over the internet that qualifies as minimum contacts depends on the ―nature and quality of 

commercial activity‖ and is based on a ―sliding scale.‖  Id. at 1124.   

At one end of the spectrum are situations where contacts are clearly made via the internet 

by entering into contracts and transmitting computer files over the internet.  See CompuServe, 

Inc. v. Patterson, 89 F.3d 1257 (6th Cir. 1996).  On the other are passive internet sites ―that do 

little more than make information available to those who are interested.‖  Zippo Mfg. Co., 952 F. 

Supp. at 1124.  Interactive internet sites, ―where a user can exchange information with the host 

computer,‖ lie in the middle of that spectrum.  Id. 
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In a case portraying the outer limits of an interactive website, the court in Inset subjected 

the advertiser to personal jurisdiction in a state the advertisements were directed towards.  Inset 

Systems, Inc. v. Instruction Set Inc., 937 F. Supp. 161, 165 (D. Conn. 1996).  The advertisement 

in Inset was continuously available on the internet and used toll-free numbers.  Id.  RAM‘s use 

of advertising online falls well within the outer limits of the interactive website.   

Like the defendant in Insent, RAM advertised to the entire TLC world with a toll-free 

number and specifically to Dr. Carstairs by placing the following personalized advertisement on 

TLC: ―Now representing RockJock in his Texas lawsuit.‖  RAM went further.  RAM initiated 

real-time and personal contact with Dr. Carstairs via TLC and avatars.  RAM ―reached out‖ to 

make contact with Dr. Carstairs in Florida in a meaningful and personal way.  Although RAM 

does not have other clients in Florida, the effect of RAM‘s contacts within Florida was both 

purposeful and substantial.  See McGee v. Int‘l Life Ins. Co., 355 U.S. 220, 223 (1957) 

(concluding even one single contact can be sufficient for minimum contacts).   

Defendant alleges that it neither knew of the internet posting nor approved of the internet 

posting.  This is not entirely true.  RAM availed itself of the internet and TLC to communicate 

and specifically target Dr. Carstairs.  The conduct occurring on the internet within Florida 

provided RAM with a ―fair warning‖ that its activity may subject it to jurisdiction in Florida.   

 Furthermore, in Bragg v. Linden Research Inc., the court found personal jurisdiction over 

a defendant who made a representation, through a virtual world and as an avatar character, in a 

town-hall meeting that he would protect the property owned in this virtual world (as CEO).  This 

representation was made as a national campaign to induce the plaintiff, and others, to purchase 

virtual property.  ―If a defendant website operator intentionally targets the site to the forum state 
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and/or knowingly conducts business with the forum state residents via the site, then the 

‗purposeful availment‘ requirement is satisfied.‖  487 F. Supp.2d at 595, 598-99.    

 As the defendant in Bragg, RAM purposefully used an on-line virtual world (TLC) to 

communicate with Dr. Carstairs.  Just as the defendant in Bragg, RAM communicated via an 

avatar character.  Unlike the defendant in Bragg, RAM purposed specific communication to Dr. 

Carstairs and not to the ―whole virtual world.‖  RAM advertised on billboards in the virtual 

world but then specifically communicated to RAM on an individual basis through an avatar 

character and advertised, ―Now representing RockJock in his Texas lawsuit‖ specifically for Dr. 

Carstairs.  Therefore, the effect of RAM‘s contacts with Florida was purposeful.   

3.  Defendant’s contacts with Florida were foreseeable for Defendant to 

expect to be taken to court in Florida.   

 

Not only must the contact be of a nature whereby the defendant purposefully avails itself 

of the forum state, but the minimum contacts must also be foreseeable.  The contacts must be 

foreseeable so the defendant would ―reasonably expect to be haled into court there.‖  World 

Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297 (1980); Burger King, 471 U.S. at 474.  

―This requirement assures that a defendant will not be haled into a jurisdiction as a result of 

random, fortuitous, or attenuated contacts.‖  Madara, 916 F.2d at 1516 (citations omitted).  

―[T]he kind of foreseeability critical to the proper exercise of personal jurisdiction is not the 

ability to see that the acts of third persons may effect the forum, but rather that the defendant‘s 

own purposeful acts will have some effect in the forum.‖  Id. at 1516-17.   

RAM‘s contacts in Florida involving television advertisements, internet, and personal 

contacts with Dr. Carstairs in Florida are of such a nature that RAM could reasonably expect to 

be haled into court in Florida.  RAM‘s contacts with Dr. Carstairs were not random, fortuitous, 
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or attenuated.  Rather, RAM‘s contacts with Dr. Carstairs were deliberate, planned, and strong.  

RAM‘s contacts were deliberate and planned by employing Danverton to personally 

communicate with Dr. Carstairs in an individual way, and the contacts were strong through 

knowledge of Dr. Carstairs injury and likelihood to remain in Florida.   

B. Maintaining personal jurisdiction of Defendant in Florida complies with 

traditional notions of fairness.   

 

The second part of the test requires that the jurisdiction is fair so ―the maintenance of the 

suit does not offend ‗traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.‘‖  Int‘l Shoe 

Company, 326 U.S. at 316.  The five factors that determine fairness are as follows: ―‗burden on 

the defendant,‘ ‗forum State‘s interest in adjudicating the dispute,‘ ‗plaintiff‘s interest in 

obtaining convenient and effective relief,‘ ‗interstate judicial system‘s interest in obtaining the 

most efficient resolution of controversies,‘ and ‗shared interest of the several States in furthering 

fundamental substantive social policies.‘‖  Burger King, 471 U.S. at 477 (citing World-Wide 

Volkswagen Corp., 444 U.S. at 292).    

Although this is the second part of the test that must be satisfied for RAM to be subjected 

to personal jurisdiction in Florida, this part of the test is discretionary in that courts ―may 

evaluate [the five factors].‖ Id. (emphasis added).  ―These considerations sometimes serve to 

establish the reasonableness of jurisdiction upon a lesser showing of minimum contacts than 

would otherwise be required. . . . a defendant who purposefully has directed his activities at 

forum residents seeks to defeat jurisdiction, he must present a compelling case that the presence 

of some other considerations would render jurisdiction unreasonable.‖  Id.       

Subjecting RAM to this Court‘s jurisdiction comports with ―fair play and substantial 

justice.‖  See Int‘l Shoe Co., 326 U.S. at 316.  There has been a sufficient amount of ―minimum 
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contacts‖ to subject RAM to personal jurisdiction in Florida.  However, should the Court 

determine that only a ―lesser showing of minimum contacts‖ has been established, this Court 

may look at the five ―fairness‖ factors only to find that subjecting RAM to personal jurisdiction 

in Florida does not offend the traditional notions of fairness.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the arguments asserting personal jurisdiction under both Florida‘s long-arm 

statute, Fla. Stat. §48.193(1) and federal constitutional requirements, Plaintiff respectfully 

requests that this Court find personal jurisdiction over Defendant and deny Defendant‘s Rule 

12(b)(2) motion. 

 

 Respectfully submitted this 27th day of September, 2008. 

 

                  /s/ # 801         

                      Counsel for Plaintiff  
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